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Abstract: 
 

In Sweden today, the English language is a part of our everyday lives. This means that from 

very young ages, children encounter the language in many different ways, media being one of 

the most common. This thesis aims to research if and how teachers in F-3 include this type of 

English in their teaching of English as a foreign language (EFL). In particular, the focus is to 

gain knowledge of how music/songs are being used in the classroom, and if the teachers 

incorporate the music that the pupils listen to in their spare time when working with 

music/songs. Their attitudes towards doing this is what this thesis is interested in. An empirical 

study was carried out with the use of interviews as data collecting method. A total of six lower 

primary school teachers (grades 1-3) spread out geographically in Sweden were interviewed. 

The results show that teachers report that they are aware of the many places where pupils 

encounter English, but only one of the teachers incorporate this in teaching EFL. However, the 

others do seem positive towards working with this and they mention many benefits in doing so. 

When it comes to music and songs, all teachers work with this in the subject, but once again 

five out of six do not include the songs that the pupils listen to, except when they in some cases 

pick something up in the moment. Again, even though some difficulties are mentioned, they 

seem positive towards this and they believe there is a possibility in including this in their 

teaching of EFL. However, as seen in the conclusion, time seems to be a big issue for doing so.  
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1. Introduction 
 

 “In my time, the first encounter we had with the English language was in our first English 

lesson in school”. 

 

This sentence is what first inspired the focus area of this thesis. The quote is from the authors 

aunt, and it exemplifies the differences between how children encounter English today versus 

50 years ago. We now live in a global and digital society, and, as described in the Early 

Language Learning in Europe study (ELLiE), “increased mobility between countries for 

tourism, for work or for social reasons may require the use of a language other than one’s 

mother tongue” (Muñoz & Lindgren, 2011, p. 104). In Sweden today, the English language is 

a part of our daily lives, and we are surrounded with the language almost from the day we are 

born. Television, music, video/computer games, films, iPads and YouTube are some of the 

forums in which children encounter the English language, and although some of these also 

existed 50 years ago, they are much more available today due to digitalization. This form of 

English, which the children encounter outside of the walls of the classroom, can be referred to 

as Extramural English (EE; Sundqvist, 2009, p. 1).  

 

Some studies, such as Sougari and Hovhannisyan (2013, p. 130) show that there is a correlation 

between EE and motivation. Many of the pupils in their study said that EE activities such as 

digital gaming, movies, television and music made them more motivated to learn English. Other 

research has investigated the type of EE activities that children engage in, and they all show 

similar results (Kuppens, 2010; Sundqvist & Sylvén, 2014; Lefever, 2010). Except for different 

orders, the top three most common EE activities were the same: television, music and digital 

gaming. Thus, one important source from which children learn English in their spare time is 

music. According to research, music/songs can be very effective in language learning, and 

studies show that by singing, children can pick up new vocabulary which they can later 

recognize in other contexts (Pinter, 2017, s. 101). It is also a way of making the pupils feel 

comfortable and confident in their oral proficiency (Lundberg, 2016, p. 70), since it is 

something that the whole class does together. Keeping in mind the benefits of combining music 

and language learning and the fact that children engaging in EE activities are more motivated 

to learn English, there seems to be a need for research on if and how teachers use EE in their 

teaching of English as a foreign language, and specifically if and how they incorporate the 

music that the children listen to in the teaching. 

 

In the Curriculum for the compulsory school, preschool class and school-age educare 

(henceforth referred to as the curriculum) there is a part in the aim of the English syllabus that 

says that “pupils should be given the opportunity to develop their skills in relating content to 

their own experiences, living conditions and interests” (Skolverket, 2018, p. 34). In addition, 

the core content, which states what should be covered in the teaching of the subject, informs us 

that the teaching should include “subject areas that are familiar to the pupils” and “words and 

phrases in their local surroundings, such as those used on signs and other simple texts” 

(Skolverket, 2018, p. 35). To use the pupils’ own interests and the English that they meet in 

their everyday life (EE) in the classroom is of great importance to make the learning meaningful 

(Lundberg, 2016, p. 127). By discovering the English that is all around them in for example 
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signs, music or games, pupils will also discover their own English skills, which will make them 

motivated. The core content also informs us that the teaching should include “songs, rhymes 

and dramatizations” (Skolverket, 2018, p. 35). This thesis will investigate the possibilities of 

combining these two parts of the syllabus in the teaching of English to young learners.  

 

1.1. Aim and research questions 
 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate if, and in that case how, teachers include children’s EE 

activities in their teaching of English as a foreign language (EFL). In particular, the focus is to 

gain knowledge of how music/songs are being used in the classroom, and if the teachers 

incorporate EE when working with music/songs. 

 

The following research questions have been formulated: 

 

 How do teachers in primary school report that they work to incorporate EE in their 

teaching of English as a foreign language? 

 What do teachers believe are the advantages and disadvantages of incorporating EE in 

their teaching of English?  

 How do primary teachers report that they work with songs/music in teaching English as 

a foreign language, and what do they believe are the advantages and disadvantages? 

 What are teacher’s attitudes towards incorporating EE when working with songs/music 

in teaching EFL? 

 

2. Background 
 

The following section will present some background for this thesis, divided into the 

subheadings of “curriculum” and “music and language learning”. First a section of definitions 

of concepts will be presented. 

 

2.1. Definition of concepts 
 

2.1.1. Extramural English 
 

According to Sundqvist (2009, p. 24), the term extramural is Latin, where the first part, “extra”, 

means “outside” and the second part, “mural”, means “wall”. With this definition, extramural 

English would mean “English outside of the walls” and when EE is mentioned in this thesis, it 

will refer to the English outside of the walls of the classroom that pupils engage in, such as 

television, music and digital gaming. 

 

2.1.2. English as a foreign language 
 

In this thesis, the English that is taught in school will be referred to as English as a foreign 

language (EFL). There are some debates about whether English in Sweden should instead be 

referred to as English as a second language (ESL), since English is such a significant part of 
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the everyday life of Swedes. However, as the definition of ESL according to Cambridge 

dictionary (2018) is “English as taught to people whose main language is not English and who 

live in a country where English is an official or main language”, I have chosen to use EFL in 

this thesis.  

 

2.1.3. Motivation  
 

One concept in this thesis that has a significant role and therefore needs to be defined is 

motivation. It is the foundation of this thesis, since incorporating EE and the music that the 

pupils listen to in their spare time into the classroom all comes down to motivating the pupils. 

Noels, Pelletier, Clement and Vallerand write about Gardner (1985, see Noels et al., 2000, p. 

58) and his view on motivation as one of the most important factors for successful language 

learning. Etymologically, the word motivation is about what moves people to action (Deci & 

Ryan, 2017, p. 13). There are different theories centering around motivation, and these focus 

on what energizes and gives direction to behavior. These theories have previously been used to 

try to predict learning, performance and behavior change, and the concept of motivation has 

been studied as a unit and not with the aspect of it having different qualities, orientations or 

types. However, one theory called the self-determination theory (SDT), emphasizes that there 

are in fact different types and sources of motivation (Deci & Ryan, 2017, p. 14), and a central 

element within the theory to differentiate these different types is the autonomy-controlled 

continuum. According to this aspect, motivation can be seen as either autonomous, meaning a 

person is willing to engage in behaviors for their own interests and values, or controlled, when 

a person has external or internal factors pressuring them towards doing something they do not 

find value in. More detail on this concept will be provided in the theoretical perspective section.  

 

According to the Swedish Nationalencyklopedin (NE), motivation is “a psychological term for 

the factors within the individual that awaken, form and direct their behavior towards different 

goals” (author’s translation). The Cambridge dictionary (2018) defines it simply as “enthusiasm 

for doing something” or the “willingness to do something, or something that causes such 

willingness”. In this thesis, motivation will refer to this definition – does the use of EE and 

music make the pupils more enthusiastic and willing to learn English? 

 

2.2. Curriculum 
 

As written above, there are several parts of the English syllabus in the curriculum that mention 

both the connection to pupils’ interests and the connection to music. But this can also be found 

in the “Fundamental values and tasks of the school” in the curriculum, where it is written that 

the pupils should “be encouraged to try out and develop different modes of expression and 

experience emotions and moods. Drama, rhythm, dance, music and creativity  in art, writing 

and design should all form part of the school’s activities” (Skolverket, 2018, p. 9). In addition, 

school should provide opportunities that help the pupils acquire a creative ability. The 

curriculum also says that school should “promote the pupils’ further learning and acquisition 

of knowledge based on pupils’ backgrounds, earlier experience, language and knowledge” 

(Skolverket, 2018, p. 6). 
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The National Agency for Education (Skolverket, henceforth referred to as NAE) has also 

published extra material to provide a wider and more in-depth understanding of the choices 

made in writing the syllabus. In this material, they state that the syllabus provides the 

framework of a subject that is of importance for the pupils to be able to participate in a world 

with many international aspects of contact (Skolverket, 2017, p. 6). English is also the most 

important language for communication and information in many different areas such as politics, 

economics, music and entertainment (author’s emphasis). Furthermore, the aim of the subject 

states that the content should relate to the pupils “own experiences, living conditions and 

interests” (Skolverket, 2018, p. 34). This means, according to the NAE (Skolverket, 2017, p. 7) 

that the pupils should be given the opportunity to reflect over differences and similarities 

between their own experiences and phenomena where English is being used. In addition, the 

NAE (Skolverket, 2017, p. 7) claims that research in learning shows that it is important for 

instruction to be tied to the pupils’ previous knowledge, experiences and needs, for them to 

make meaningful connections. 

 

2.3. Music and language learning 
 

Music and language have common roots and are very closely related (Jederlund, 2011, p. 55). 

It is debated whether music or language came first, but Jederlund states that they both have a 

shared evolutionary precursor based on the elements that they both have in common – sound, 

melody, rhythm and movement. It is believed that the spoken language was developed around 

200,000 years ago by our own species the homo sapiens. But even before this, around the period 

of 0.5-1.5 million years ago, the hominids had developed all the qualities needed for advanced 

oral communication (p. 43). They lived in savannah-like, hot areas, and the open fields made 

them constantly vulnerable to predators. To be able to survive, they needed alarm calls and 

other vocal signals to gather or direct the group (p. 44). The communication started as a holistic 

protolanguage, built on vocal sounds, rhythm, melodies, gestures and movements (p. 39). The 

protolanguage had two main functions: to affect the behaviors of others (as with the situation 

of the alarm-calls) and to communicate affections and emotions within the group (p. 46). The 

communication became more and more advanced over time, and it went from being a holistic 

communication system to being segmented into smaller pieces that was given meaning – the 

first steps towards the spoken language.  

 

Jederlund (2011, p. 47) says that a great example of holistic communication is, in fact, music, 

where song, melody and beat become a whole that provides meaning. If music is divided into 

pieces (bar-by-bar or note-by-note), it loses its meaning. Spoken language today mostly consists 

of the opposite of the holistic communication system, where several, each meaningful, 

components (words, clauses etc.) are combined to build a meaningful sentence (Jederlund, 

2011, p. 46). However, there are some examples of holistic communication even in the modern 

world. One example is when we learn a foreign or second language. We usually start by learning 

phrases like “goodmorninghowareyou” as a whole, before knowing the meaning of each word. 

This is something that Pinter (2017, p. 68) calls unanalyzed chunks. Chunks are phrases that 

the children hear from either the teachers input or from songs/rhymes/chants, which they later 

use without analyzing the words in them. In a similar way, we learn our first language from 
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listening and repeating without analyzing the grammar. Thus, there are many similarities 

between learning a language by singing and learning our mother tongue (Lundberg, 2016, p. 

69).  

 

With this background knowledge, it is not surprising that songs have proven to be a great tool 

for language learning. Songs are easy to remember and they can stay in one’s long-term 

memory throughout life (Lundberg, 2016, p. 70). When teachers use songs in teaching, pupils 

get to practice their oral English skills without anyone being singled out. Singing also helps the 

children develop fundamental pronunciation skills, which will strengthen their self-esteem.  

 

3. Previous research 
 

In this section, previous research on extramural English, the use of music in teaching EFL and 

some results from the ELLiE research project will be presented.  

 

3.1. Extramural English 
 

As mentioned earlier, previous research on common extramural English activities show similar 

results. A study carried out in Belgium by Kuppens (2010, p. 65), who studied whether 

children’s foreign language skills benefit from long term consumption of media, showed that 

music was the most common source of EE in the group of eleven-year-olds that participated. 

Other common sources were television and digital games (Kuppens, 2010, p. 73). The same 

result of these three most common extramural English activities were also found in studies 

conducted by Lefever (2010) and Sundqvist and Sylvén (2014), as well as in the ELLiE research 

project (2011). The results of Kuppens’ study showed that media consumption had a positive 

effect on the children’s translation skills, especially when it came to watching television in 

English with subtitles. Playing computer games and listening to music also had some effect on 

the children’s language acquisition. These benefits from children’s engagement in EE activities 

were also found in the study conducted by Lefever (2010). The Icelandic seven-and-eight-year-

olds that he studied had gained basic knowledge of spoken English even before formal 

instruction in English, due to their engagement in EE activities (Lefever, 2010, p. 14). They 

were also beginning to understand written English. But what Lefever (2010, p. 15) claims to be 

the most surprising result is the communicative competence of these children. They used 

strategies to gain time to find words, formulate their thoughts and keep the conversation going, 

and these strategies were at a level of communicative competence that was surprising for such 

young children who had not yet received any formal instruction in English. Sundqvist and 

Sylvén (2014, p. 14) also found a connection between spending more time on EE activities and 

the ability to use more advanced communication strategies. Their study investigated the EE 

activities that 4th graders in Sweden engage in in general, and in particular, their use of 

computers and digital gaming.  The children were divided into three groups: non-gamers, 

moderate gamers and frequent gamers. When answering the question “when you are not able 

to come up with something to say, what do you do?”, the group of frequent gamers prioritized 

the strategies paraphrasing (37.5%) or asking for help (37.5%), and according to Sundqvist and 

Sylvén, both of these are characteristics of more advanced language proficiency. Paraphrasing 
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was a less common answer in the other two groups (around 29% in both groups). Using the first 

language on the other hand was a strategy much more common within the moderate gamers 

(40.7%) and the non-gamers (32.2%) than the frequent gamers (25%).  

 

Some of these studies also showed that the engagement in EE activities could lead to higher 

motivation. As mentioned in the introduction, Sougari and Hovhannisyan (2013, p. 130) asked 

eleven-and-twelve-year-old Armenian and Greek pupils what their motivations towards 

learning English were, and many of the pupils said that EE activities was a significant part of 

their life and something that made them more motivated to learn the language. In Sunqvist and 

Sylvén’s study, the group of frequent gamers also showed higher motivation towards learning 

English. All of them (100%) “agreed” or “agreed strongly” with the statement “English is 

interesting”, compared to 80.6% of the non-gamers and 92.6% of the moderate gamers. 

Sundqvist and Sylvén (2014, p. 13) draw the conclusion that the non-gamers were least 

motivated towards learning English, since 19.3% of them “disagreed” or “disagreed strongly” 

with the statement. A few in the group of moderate gamers (7.4%) also chose these answers, 

but none of the frequent gamers did.  

 

3.2. Using music in teaching EFL 
 

Studies show that there are many benefits in using music/songs in the teaching of EFL. For 

example, Spanish researchers Coyle and Gracia (2014, p. 276) studied five- and six-year-old 

Spanish children to see to what extent they could acquire foreign language vocabulary from 

song-based activities. This was a rather small study, containing three teaching sessions with 25 

children and a focus on one song (p. 278). The results show that most of the young learners had 

developed receptive knowledge of vocabulary, meaning they could easily recognize the new 

words from the song (p. 282). However, the ability to produce the new words orally was not 

developed due to the limited exposure to the song. Coyle and Gracia (2014, p. 284) draw the 

conclusions that this study presents some evidence that songs can be used to motivate children 

and help them gain knowledge of key words, but they also point out that further work needs to 

be done with the songs for the children to develop their productive vocabulary knowledge.  

 

By contrast, a study that has in fact focused on the connection between music and the production 

of oral English was conducted by Duarte Romero, Tinjacá Bernal and Carrero Olivares (2012). 

Their study involved eleven- to thirteen-year-olds in Colombia, and they wanted to find out 

whether using songs could encourage these children to develop their English-speaking skills 

(p. 12). Prior to the study, the researchers had found that a major obstacle for pupils was that 

they lacked confidence to produce oral English, and they also had little motivation towards 

learning English. Therefore, the researchers wanted to try using music and other activities to 

teach the pupils English in a way that might increase their motivation and confidence (p. 11). 

The results of the study indicated many positive outcomes. For example, the pupils gained 

confidence and motivation skills, where one factor was that the study was carried out in a non-

threatening environment and teamwork helped them overcome fears. They also improved their 

speaking skills, learned new vocabulary and improved their pronunciation (p. 21). Another 

study that has shown that the use of music in the classroom can positively affect pupils’ 

pronunciation is one conducted in Iran by Moradi and Shahrokhi (2014, p. 128). They 
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investigated whether learning English through music had an effect on children’s segmental 

(phonemes) and suprasegmental (a number of segments, such as words/phrases) pronunciation. 

The study was conducted in a private school for girls between nine and twelve years old, where 

30 pupils participated. They were divided into one experimental group and one control group, 

where they both had the same material to work with (a book called Song Time), but the book 

was taught to the groups in different ways. The experimental group listened to the songs with 

music several times and finally memorized them, while the control group had to try to memorize 

the song from having the songs read to them by the teacher and repeating after her. The results 

of their study showed that music did in fact influence pronunciation, intonation and stress 

pattern recognition positively, since the experimental group had better results in these areas.  

 

3.3. The ELLiE research project 
 

The ELLiE research project was a longitudinal study conducted between 2007 and 2010 in 

seven different countries in Europe: England, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Sweden and 

Croatia (Enever, 2011, p. 12). Six to eight schools were selected in each country with the 

purpose of getting a socioeconomic range as well as a geographical spread. In total, around 

1400 children aged seven to eight along with their teachers, principals and some of their parents 

were involved in the study. ELLiE stands for Early Language Learning in Europe, and the aim 

of the study was to “provide a detailed insight of the policy and implementation processes for 

early foreign language learning (FLL) programmes in Europe, giving a rich description of 

learner experiences and contexts for learning”. The benefits of this study were that it was both 

transnational and longitudinal, giving a wide range when analyzing “the many crucial factors 

which are contributing to these children’s early FL experiences in school” (Enever, 2011, p. 

12). The study also made it possible to evaluate the benefits and weaknesses in these areas.  

 

One part of the ELLiE research project was to investigate children’s out-of-school exposure to 

a foreign language. Muñoz and Lindgren (2011, p. 107) collected data from the last year of the 

research project from three sources: the parents’ questionnaire, the teachers’ interview and the 

focal learners’ interview. At the time, the children were ten and eleven years old, and they all 

had been taught foreign language for at least four years. The parents’ questionnaire was the 

primary source of information to learn more about the children’s type and amount of out-of-

school foreign language exposure, as well as their interaction with foreign language speakers. 

Parents were also asked about their educational level and whether they used the foreign 

language at work. Also, the researchers had short interviews with each focal learner, and 

slightly longer interviews with the teachers.  

 

Muñoz and Lindgren (2011, p. 105) point out that foreign languages, or specifically English, 

are a significant part of everyday lives of European citizens, and research (such as the studies 

mentioned in the above section “Extramural English”) has begun to show how this affects 

foreign language learners. Yet, the researchers emphasize the fact that it is not only the exposure 

to the language that has an effect on children’s foreign language skills. Parental influence, such 

as their literacy levels, their involvement and attitudes towards the foreign language and their 

proficiency in the language has also proved to be significant. Many of the previous studies in 

this area have considered one of these factors, that is, either exposure or parental influence. 
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Muñoz and Lindgren (2011, p. 106) wanted to take on a wider perspective and investigate the 

effect of both these factors on young learners’ foreign language acquisition in several countries. 

The results of the study showed that the most common type of exposure to foreign language is 

listening to music and watching subtitled movies/television, followed by playing digital games, 

speaking in the foreign language and reading (p. 110). Accordingly, this study has the same 

results of the most common EE activities as Kuppens (2010), Lefever (2010) and Sundqvist 

and Sylvén (2014). The results also showed that the factors that had the strongest effect on 

foreign language acquisition was exposure to the foreign language, specifically watching 

subtitled movies/television. Another important factor was parents, where their use of foreign 

language at work had a higher impact on children’s results in listening and reading than their 

educational level (p. 114). The researchers conclude that one explanation to why watching 

foreign language movies/television with subtitles has high impact on foreign language 

acquisition is that this activity involves complex processes. The foreign language is presented 

along with pictures, and at the same time the equivalent is also read in the first language on the 

subtitles. Thus, this process is highly active and cognitively challenging, and not passive as it 

might seem (Muñoz and Lindgren, 2011, p. 118).  

 

4. Theoretical perspective 
 

This section will present two theories that will provide the framework for the analysis of this 

thesis: the sociocultural theory and the self-determination theory. The sociocultural theory 

connects to the social aspect of using songs in the classroom, but also to the aspect of music as 

a mediated tool. This thesis also has the aim of using EE in the classroom, which can be 

connected to the Zone of Proximal development and scaffolding since it is about using the 

pupils’ experiences and background knowledge of English and scaffolding from there to help 

them gain new knowledge. Scaffolding can also be connected to the use of music in foreign 

language learning, in ways that will be explained later. The self-determination theory connects 

to motivation being an important part of incorporating EE into the classroom. 

 

4.1. Sociocultural theory 

 

The sociocultural theory is about understanding learning in relation to a social context. In other 

words, the theory emphasizes the importance of social interactions for learning and 

development (Säljö, 2014, p. 307). The theory has its roots in the early 20th century, and it all 

started with Lev Vygotsky. He spent 10 years working with questions about learning and 

development, and he was specifically interested in human development from both a biological 

and a sociocultural perspective, and how these two dimensions of the human cooperated (p. 

297).  

 

One of the main concepts of the sociocultural theory is mediation. Säljö (2014, p. 298) describes 

mediation as peoples’ way of using tools to understand and act in our world. When we think 

and communicate we use tools to analyze the world around us, and according to Vygotsky this 

means that we do not experience the world directly. Instead, we think in detours through these 

mediating tools. These tools can either be linguistic (intellectual or mental) or material. A 
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linguistic tool is a sign system we use to communicate, e.g. letters, numbers, counting systems 

or concepts. This means that the linguistic tools are cultural and context-dependent. They do 

not exist naturally, but are rather developed by traditions (p. 300). The material tools are actual 

physical tools. Many professions use physical tools in their work, but these are also connected 

to linguistic tools. A blacksmith needs a hammer and iron or steel to produce items, but he also 

needs knowledge about the properties of these materials and how they should be processed. 

Many who represent the sociocultural theory argue that linguistic and physical tools are not to 

be distinguished. They exist together and constitute each other’s prerequisites. One example 

that Säljö (2014, p. 301) gives is the speedometer, which is a physical tool but that works with 

the help of signs and symbols (km/h).  

 

The most important of the mediated tools is language (Säljö, 2014, p. 301). It is through 

language that we can express ourselves and communicate with others, and linguistic concepts 

help us organize our world. Language, according to Vygotsky, does not refer to national 

languages such as Swedish or English, but to a flexible sign system connected to spoken and 

written language in general. However, it is also important to point out the fact that language is 

a dynamic and constantly developed sign system that also interacts with other forms of 

expression such as images. Today’s digital society has made it possible to use images and other 

representations instead of words to express ourselves (p. 302). We have also developed other 

sign systems that fill the same function as spoken or written language, such as sign language 

for people with hearing disabilities. Images, spoken language, written language, body language, 

gestures and eye contact are all a part of our way of communicating, and it is therefore common 

to talk about humans as multimodal in their language use. This can also be connected to the 

aspect of music as a mediated tool, since music is another way for us to communicate. 

 

Säljö (2014, p. 302) says that Vygotsky saw language and mind as being closely related. It is 

through communication with others that we are being shaped as thinking beings. Through 

linguistic mediation, we become a part of a culture’s or a society’s way of looking at and 

understanding the world. The language is not just something that exists between people as a 

means for communication – it also exists within us. When we think, we think with linguistic 

tools.  

 

Another important concept within the sociocultural theory is the Zone of Proximal 

Development (ZPD; Säljö, 2014, p. 305). Vygotsky had a view on learning and development 

as being constantly ongoing processes, and ZPD refers to the zone between what an individual 

already knows and what he/she is able to learn (p. 351). Säljö (p. 305) says that according to 

Vygotsky, this is when people are most sensitive to instruction, and this is where the teacher 

comes in. With support from a more competent person initially, the learner will master the skills 

on his/her own after some time. Support like this can be seen as the more competent person 

building a structure of support for the learner to climb upon, and this is therefore called 

scaffolding (Säljö, 2014, p. 306). On the other hand, it is not only the teacher who can be 

considered the more competent person that can help “scaffold” the pupils. The pupils 

themselves can also be assets to each other, and using music in teaching EFL is a great example 

of this. A common activity in teaching English is to sing songs with associated movements. In 
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these activities, children can learn from each other and a struggling pupil can be “scaffolded” 

by a more capable peer. 

 

4.2. Self-determination theory 
 

Self-determination theory (SDT) is an empirically based, psychological theory with a focus on 

human behavior and personal development (Deci & Ryan, 2017, p. 3). As mentioned earlier, it 

differentiates between autonomous and controlled motivation. This distinction was first based 

on Deci and Ryan’s earlier research done on intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic 

motivation (IM) refers to performing a behavior because it is enjoyable and interesting, with 

the “reward” being the feelings of satisfaction that come along with the behavior (Deci & Ryan, 

p. 14). Noels et al. (2000, p.61) refer to older work by Deci & Ryan (1985) saying that IM is 

based on needs for self-determination and competence. By definition, these IM behaviors are 

autonomous since they originate from one’s self and are performed willingly (Deci & Ryan, 

2017, p. 61). Extrinsically motivated behaviors on the other hand can vary between being 

controlled or autonomous. Extrinsic motivation (EM) refers to those behaviors performed with 

an aim in mind, such as receiving an external reward or social approval, avoiding punishment 

or attaining outcomes that are personally valued or important. If the source of behavior comes 

from one of the former, the behavior would count as controlled, whereas the latter reason would 

be characterized as rather autonomous (Deci & Ryan, 2017, p. 14). EM can be divided into 

three levels which all lie along a continuum on the extent to which the motivation is self-

determined (Noels et al., 2000, p. 61). From the lowest to the highest level of self-determination, 

these are:  

 External regulation (activities determined by external sources) 

 Introjected regulation (pressures from inside the person) 

 Identified regulation (personally valued or important outcomes) 

In conclusion, SDT is a theory that not only sees motivation in terms of strength, that is, not 

only seeing people as more or less motivated, but instead people can be motivated by intrinsic 

or extrinsic types of motivation. Often, people are motivated by these two at the same time.  

The connection to SDT and the aim of this thesis is that incorporating EE and music into the 

classroom all comes down to motivating the pupils. One research question is about the teachers’ 

attitudes towards incorporating EE when working with songs/music. Do the teachers believe 

that this way of teaching would motivate the pupils? Do they think that the pupils’ motivation 

would be intrinsic or extrinsic, autonomous or controlled? Possible connections between this 

and the results of this study will be discussed in section 7. 

 

5. Method 
 

In this section, the method used to collect data in this study will be described. There will also 

be a section of ethical aspects, a section describing how the sample was made, and one 

describing how the results were analyzed.  
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5.1. Choice of method 

The method chosen as the most appropriate one for collecting data in this thesis was qualitative 

interviews. According to Kihlström (2014a, p. 49), interviews have a purpose of finding out 

what people say or think about different phenomena which fits in well with this thesis aim and 

research questions. One of the research questions regards teachers attitudes towards using EE 

in the classroom, and Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2007, p. 349) point out that interviews 

provide an opportunity for the participants to express and discuss their attitudes and 

experiences. Thus, interviews tend to not only produce an answer, but also allow for greater 

depth (p. 352). An additional reason for this choice is that two of the research questions contain 

the word “how”, which Kvale and Brinkmann (2014, s. 143) describe as a sign that a qualitative 

method is the right way to go, compared to a quantitative method that is more suitable when 

the questions contain the words “how much”.  

According to Cohen et al (2007) there are several different kinds of interviews. For this study, 

a combination between the interview guide approach and the standardized open-ended 

interview was used. In the standardized open-ended interviews, all participants answer the same 

questions in the same order, and the wording and sequence of questions is determined in 

advance (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 353). A strength with this type of interview is that it increases 

the possibility to compare answers. The interview guide approach on the other hand only have 

topics to cover determined in advance, and the wording and order of questions is decided during 

the interview. One strength of this method is that the interviews become more flexible and 

conversational, and it is possible to adapt the questions for each interview to fit the respondents 

answer. In this study, the order of the questions did not change, and the wording was mostly 

the same but small changes were made. There were also follow-up questions asked. More on 

this in the “implementation” section. 

The interview as data collection method has both strengths and weaknesses. One advantage is 

that it minimizes the risk of loss of participants, since it involves an actual face-to-face meeting 

(Larsen, 2006, p. 26). Another advantage is that it is possible to ask for an explanation, which 

makes the validity higher. The interviewer can ask supplementary questions to gain a deeper 

understanding and avoid misunderstandings. However, the interview can have some 

shortcomings in reliability if not thought through properly. For example, it is possible to 

misinterpret the answers in an interview (Kihlström, 2014b, p. 232). If the interviewer only 

takes notes during the interview, a significant amount of information is lost and only the 

answers, not the questions, are usually noted, which can result in missing out on noticing 

leading questions. To avoid this, Kihlström (2014b, p. 232) suggests recording the interview to 

make sure everything that is said is documented. Another thing to be aware of is that although 

interviews is a quick way to gather data, since categories appear after the data has been collected 

and hence do not have to be worked out in advance as in surveys, the analysis of the data takes 

significantly longer (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 349). Larsen (2009, p. 27) also points out some other 

limitations of the qualitative interview that are important to remember; it is not possible to 

generalize the results due to the low number of participants; the answers given by participants 

might also be misleading, since it is harder to be honest in a personal meeting than in an 
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anonymous survey, or; the participants might answer what they think the interviewer want to 

hear to make a good impression, or answer what they believe is the most accepted (what is 

called the “interviewer effect”). These strengths and weaknesses were all taken into 

consideration when collecting and analyzing the data.  

In an interview, it is suitable to ask what Kihlström (2014a, p. 48) says are usually called “open 

questions”, meaning questions with more than a yes/no answer and that does not have a 

predetermined answer. The interviewer should not direct the interview or ask leading questions. 

To avoid this, it is important to consider one’s own preunderstanding and try to put this aside 

as far as possible. The questions should not have too much structure and follow-up questions 

should not have a predetermined order but should follow the answers given by the respondent.  

 

5.2. The sample 

The participants for this study were selected as non-probability samples through convenience 

sampling. A convenience sample is when researchers choose participants from the group of 

people they have easy access to (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 114). This method was chosen mainly 

due to the limited timeframe of this study, and one should be aware that a disadvantage of this 

method is the fact that it is not possible to generalize.   

The sample was limited to teachers working in year one to three, and the participants would 

either be teaching English currently or would have done so previously in these grades. The aim 

was to get six to eight teachers participating in the interviews. Requests were sent out to 

principals of thirteen different schools, where the principals forwarded the request to their 

teachers in year one to three. Each school had at least three teachers and some schools even had 

six, since they had two classes of pupils in each grade. However, it is uncertain how many 

teachers were reached due to the fact that only a few principals responded. A second email was 

sent to some of the teachers after getting their direct email addresses from the principals who 

responded and through other contacts at the schools. In the end seven teachers from the 

contacted schools replied, but only three teachers agreed to participate in the interview (some 

declined since they did not teach English). To achieve a valid result, more participants were 

needed. A request was therefore sent out on social media, where three more teachers agreed to 

participate in an interview by phone. This means that a total of six interviews were conducted, 

and these six participants were all from different schools. Due to the use of social media the 

geographical area was expanded and the participants were spread out all over the country.  

 

5.3. Ethical aspects 

When conducting studies, it is important for the researcher to consider some ethical aspects. 

For instance, participants should be protected from harm and violation that may be caused by 

the study, and according to different ethical codex’s, it is important to provide information 

about the study, to get consent from the participants and avoid risks during the study 

(Vetenskapsrådet, 2017, p. 12). It is also important to be aware of how the results are presented 

and how the data is stored, in order to make sure the anonymity of the participants is secured. 

Vetenskapsrådet (2017, p. 10) also state some general rules to consider for the researcher: 
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1. “You shall tell the truth about your research.”  

2. “You shall consciously review and report the basic premises of your studies.” 

3. “You shall openly account for your methods and results.” 

4. “You shall openly account for your commercial interests and other associations.”  

5. “You shall not make unauthorized use of the research results of others.”  

6. “You shall keep your research organized, for example through documentation and filing.”  

7. “You shall strive to conduct your research without doing harm to people, animals or the environment.”  

8. “You shall be fair in your judgement of others’ research.”  

These were all taken into consideration in this study. The first step to collecting data was to 

send out an information letter for the possible participants (see appendix A). This was also used 

as a letter of consent, which was signed by the participants. The letter contained information 

about the aim and the extent of the study and how data would be collected. It was also clearly 

stated that participation was completely voluntary, and that the informant had the right to end 

the participation at any time or choose to not answer specific questions. The informant could 

also decline to be audio recorded. The letter of consent also included information about the 

anonymity of the participants in the final result, where no sensitive information such as name, 

workplace or similar were to be included. In the results of this study, the only information 

presented is the person’s age, gender, the grade(s) they are teaching and time they have been 

working as a teacher. Instead of names, the teachers are provided with pseudonyms (teacher A, 

teacher B etc.).   

 

5.4. Implementation 

Before the data collection began, an interview guide sheet was carefully constructed with the 

weaknesses and strengths of the interview in mind, and this was used during all interviews (see 

appendix B). To ensure that the questions were understandable and to see if they covered what 

they were supposed to a pilot study was made prior to the actual interviews. The participant 

was a fellow teacher student, who had some experience of teaching English in F-3. After the 

pilot study, some changes were made according to the feedback received from the participant, 

as well as ideas of improvement that appeared during the pilot study. The interview in the pilot 

study took approximately 30 minutes to complete, which was used as a guideline for the actual 

interviews. 

The participants were as mentioned contacted through email and social media, and the time and 

place for the interviews was booked through these forums. Three of the interviews were done 

at the school where the teachers worked - two of them in classrooms and one in a staff room. 

The other three interviews were made by phone. Each interview took about 25-40 minutes, and 

all except one were recorded to make sure everything was documented. Teacher B declined 

being recorded, so her answers were only documented by making notes under each question. 

The interviews began with a short presentation of the aim of the study, as well as information 

about the participants anonymity in the end result and the possibility to cease participation at 

any time. The participants were also asked for approval for digital recording. The time and 

place, as well as other observations was noted.  
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During the interviews, the order of the questions did not change, but some follow-up questions 

could still be asked. These follow-up questions depended on the answer given, which meant 

that the respondents could get different follow-up questions. Some questions were also 

rephrased or clarified, and some could also be skipped, due to the fact that the respondent had 

answered them earlier. 

 

5.5. Analyzing the data 

The collected data in the form of recorded interviews was first transcribed word by word. Even 

smaller “fill-in-sounds” such as “uhm” or “mm” was included, and longer pauses or laughs 

were marked. Each respondent’s answers were written with a different color, and the answers 

were noted under each question in the interview guide sheet. Comments or agreeing sounds 

made by the interviewer were also transcribed. 

When all interviews were transcribed, the material was analyzed to find similarities and 

differences between the answers, and collecting these under different themes. When analyzing 

the material, not only the participants answers were taken into account. Their body language 

(those who were interviewed in person) as well as the manner of their speech was also analyzed, 

since this can indicate their attitude towards a specific topic. The analyzed data was then sorted 

in under the research questions to make a clear connection to the aim of the study. The 

theoretical perspectives were also taken into consideration in the analysis. 

 

6. Results 
 

In the following section, the results from the collected data will be presented. First, there will 

be a brief presentation of the participants which provides some background information. The 

data is then organized according to the research question it helps answer. At the end, some other 

findings that were observed during the analysis will be presented under the title “Attitudes to 

time allotted to teaching English”. These results relate to all of the research questions and are 

therefore presented in a separate section. 

 

6.1. Presentation of participants 
 

As mentioned, six teachers were interviewed in this study. Five of them were female and one 

was male. They all currently teach English in primary school, and they are all qualified to do 

so. The participants are first presented in text, and for the reader to get an easy overview, a table 

is also presented at the end. When the subjects they are qualified to teach are presented in the 

table, “basic subjects” refer to Mathematics, Swedish, English, Social study subjects, Science 

studies and Technology. 

 

Teacher A:  

Female, 46 years old. Has been working as a teacher for almost twenty years and has taught 

English during all of these years. Teach in grades one to three, but right now she has a group of 

third graders. Teacher A says she likes teaching English and finds it fun. 
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Teacher B: 

Female, 52 years old. Has been a pre-school class teacher since 1996. She recently became 

qualified to teach English in grades two to six, but had been teaching English for a couple of 

years in grade two and three without being qualified previously. Teacher B also says she thinks 

it is fun to teach English, but she feels it is a challenge since she is so new to it and therefore 

she does not feel completely confident about it and she feels like she is still learning a lot.  

 

Teacher C: 

Male, 23 years old. Just finished his studies at university, so has only worked as a teacher for 

less than a year. Teaches in grades one, two and three at the moment, and has taught English in 

these grades since he started working as a teacher. He thinks of English as a fun subject, which 

he thinks applies for pupils as well and he points out that they are usually interested in learning 

the language. 

 

Teacher D: 

Female, almost 43 years old. Has been a teacher for twelve years. Has worked as a teacher in 

year four and five previously, but right now she is teaching in grade three. Teacher D has been 

teaching English for seven years. She says that English is so lovely and fun to teach. 

 

Teacher E: 

Female, 32 years old. Teacher E is in the same situation as teacher C. She just finished her 

studies and has been working as a teacher and taught English for a short amount of time. She is 

currently working in grade two, but she has taught in grade three as well at another school. 

Teacher E says she feels “pretty good” about teaching English, but she finds it challenging that 

pupils are at such different levels and come with different experiences. She generally finds it 

fun though. 

 

Teacher F: 

Female, 47 years old. Has been working as a teacher since 1995. Teacher F is qualified up to 

grade 7, but teaches in grades one to three at the moment and has done so during most of her 

working years. She has been teaching English since she started working as a teacher, but points 

out that there is a difference to when English tuition starts in different schools so there might 

be some years where she has not taught English because of this. Teacher F likes teaching 

English and says it is a lot of fun, but also points out that there might be more planning and 

preparation involved, especially when you do not use a textbook straight off (she includes many 

different things in her teaching) and have to look for other things to use, as she does. 
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Table 1: Presentation of participants. 

 
* Teacher F points out there is a difference to when English tuition starts in different schools so there might be 
some years where she hasn’t taught English because of this. 

 

 

6.2. Reported use of EE in teaching EFL 
 

When analyzing the data, both differences and similarities are shown regarding if and how 

teachers report that they work to include extramural English in their teaching of English. 

Teacher A and E say that they do not know a lot about the pupils extramural English, but they 

both hear some things in the classroom concerning EE activities and notice that some pupils 

know more English than others. Usually, these are the pupils who play digital games according 

to the teachers. Three of the other teachers (B, D, F) also say that they notice a significant 

difference in the amount of English that these pupils know compared to others. Teacher F says 

that these pupils are usually boys, but there are some girls as well, and she mentions a game 

called “Fortnite” as being very popular at the moment, and “Minecraft” earlier. Teacher C says 

he knows a bit about the pupils’ EE. He also mentions that there are a lot of digital games like 

“Fortnite” for example, but he also says the pupils watch different influencers and channels on 

YouTube. He also says that some probably watch English movies with Swedish subtitles. 

TEACHER A B C D E F 

GENDER Female Female Male Female Female Female 

AGE 46 52 23 43 32 47 

LICENSED 

TEACHER 

(SUBJECTS) 

Yes  

(Basic 

subjects + 

Art and 

Physical 

education 

and health) 

Yes  

(Pre-school + 

English 

grades 2-6) 

 

Yes 

(Basic 

subjects) 

Yes 

(Basic 

subjects + 

Art and 

Physical 

education 

and health) 

Yes 

(Basic 

subjects) 

Yes 

(Basic 

subjects + 

Art and 

Physical 

education 

and health) 

YEARS OF 

EXPERIENCE 

20  23 (pre-

school class) 

>1 12 >1 24 

YEARS OF 

TEACHING 

ENGLISH 

20 ≈ 3 (1 year as 

qualified 

>1 7 >1 24* 

GRADES 1-3 (3 at the 

moment) 

2-6 (English) 1-3 (English 

in all these 

grades at the 

moment) 

3 at the 

moment (has 

taught grade 

4-5 

previously) 

2 at the 

moment (3 

previously) 

1-3 

(qualified up 

to grade 7 so 

has taught 4-

6 previously 

to some 

extent) 
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Teacher B, D and F say they have good knowledge about the pupils EE, and they mention 

YouTube, movies, music and digital games as some examples. 

 

Only one of the teachers (teacher D) says she actually includes EE in her teaching, and she says 

she finds it fun to do so. For example, she can let the pupils show YouTube-videos, or 

sometimes she just shows something herself that she knows a lot of pupils are watching at the 

moment. However, she does not mention if or how they continue working with these videos. 

They have also talked about and translated some songs, such as a song called “The pineapple 

song” that was popular a while ago. Teacher B and C say they do not include EE at all, but 

teacher C says that he tries to at least always listen to what the pupils know and what knowledge 

of English they bring to the classroom. Teacher A, E and F says they do not include EE in their 

teaching either, at least it is not something they plan ahead, but they sometimes pick something 

up in the moment. Teacher A for example says that her pupils might talk about “YouTubers 

and their pranks”, and they have discussed the word pranks, and once with a group of third 

graders they talked about a song which they then translated together and discussed what they 

were singing. She also says pupils might have shirts with English words on them, and she likes 

to pick this up and discuss the meaning of the words.  They have also talked about the game 

Minecraft a bit earlier. Teacher E says she probably includes EE at least a bit more than 

someone who only uses a textbook and practice words, but it does not happen very often. She 

brings up an example of when they were working with animals and were talking about the 

animals on land and in lakes. One boy then connected the word “lake” to something in the game 

Fortnite, and he became very interested and wanted to write about the animals in the lake. 

Teacher F says that the limited amount of time that the subject gets (only 30 min/week) makes 

it difficult to include EE. But she has included some English songs that the pupils listen to. 

They have talked about the lyrics and have been singing and dancing along with it (some 

examples are “What does the fox say” and “Baby shark”). They have also looked at some 

YouTube-videos. She also says they use “Just dance” and “GoNoodle”, two websites with 

instruction videos of dance moves, where they both dance and sing along with the songs.  

 

The teachers were also asked if they remember if there is any support for this type of work in 

the curriculum. All of them believed that there was, but teacher A, B and F could not mention 

any examples of this. Teacher C said that there are parts in the core content in the syllabus that 

says something about “areas that are familiar to the pupils” and something about “interests, 

people and places”. Teacher D says that the curriculum says that the English taught in school 

should be “close to the pupils” and familiar to them. She says that according to her, this is 

connected to the English that the pupils are surrounded with. Teacher E says that she is not sure 

about the English subject, but in the curriculum in general it says that teaching should “be based 

on the pupils, and meet them at their level and in their interests or something similar I believe”. 

 

6.2.1. Believed benefits and disadvantages/difficulties of using EE in the EFL 
classroom 
 

Half of the teachers (A, B, D) mention only benefits with incorporating EE in teaching EFL. 

Some benefits often mentioned are that it makes the pupils more interested (teacher A, E, F) 

and more motivated to learn English (teacher C and F). Teacher C also says it might give the 
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pupils a purpose to learn since almost all of today’s pop-culture is in English, and it might work 

as an incentive to understand what they are talking about in TV-shows or YouTube, or what 

they are singing in the music that they are listening to. Teacher A says the pupils are usually 

completely engulfed by these YouTubers and what they do, which she says is something that 

you might think both this and that about. Teacher B says: “I’m sure there are benefits, there 

must be. It might be more fun for them to work from their interests rather than working with 

textbooks”. She also says it might make the pupils who are not that drawn to the subject more 

interested. Teacher D believes including the pupils EE to be something very positive for the 

pupils, because it shows them that what they like is important. She also says that the English 

that the pupils learn in school can help them understand EE and vice versa. 

 

Apart from the advantages, Teacher C, E and F mention some disadvantages or difficulties with 

including EE. According to teacher E there are a lot of slang words on the internet and in these 

games, and it might affect these children’s spelling for example. She also mentions that some 

parents do not think games such as Fortnite are appropriate for the age group of these children, 

so they might question why it is used in school as a means for learning. Teacher C talks about 

how school should be a complement to society, and it has its own curriculum that informs 

teachers what should be included. He therefore says that yes, teachers can include extramural 

English, but they need to be aware and “not forget what we are supposed to teach them, what 

we think is important”. Teacher F mentions the big difference in the pupils’ English levels as a 

difficulty. The pupils who play digital games for example are very good at English. They have 

learnt a lot and it is possible to have a conversation with them in a completely different way, 

whereas some pupils are at a very low level. Because of this it might be hard to find something 

that fits all pupils.   

 

When asked if they believe that the pupils’ motivation is affected when including EE, all 

teachers said yes. To work with something the pupils are interested in makes it more fun 

(teacher A, B, C) and the learning becomes meaningful (teacher D, E). Teacher E believes this 

might be especially helpful for the pupils who are not that motivated usually, because they will 

learn something that they can use in their spare time. Teacher D also points out that she does 

include areas that are familiar to the pupils in all subjects, and this makes it relevant and easier 

for the pupils to work with.  

 

Some of the teachers also mention that they believe the pupils’ linguistic development to be 

affected positively by EE as well (teacher C, D, E, F). Teacher C is uncertain since he says he 

has not read anything about it, but he says it is possible that it could do so. Teacher D says they 

might learn new words and learn what a verb, subject and adjective is by singing a song they 

know for example, but she considers that to be secondary. Teacher E mentions those pupils 

who play digital games once again, and says that they are a good example of this since they 

know so many more English words than those who do not play digital games. She also says she 

believes she has read some research about this, that those who play digital games do develop 

their language skills, but she does not remember who the researcher was. She believes that if 

the pupils use the language at home without someone to correct them as in school, whether it 

is by playing digital games or watching YouTube, they will learn and develop their language 
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skills. Teacher F just says she believes the linguistic development is positively affected, but not 

how.  

 

 

 

6.3. Reported use of songs/music in teaching EFL 
 

The results show that all the teachers say they work with songs/music in teaching EFL, and 

their attitudes towards this are similar to one another. Teacher A, C, D and F all say that they 

greatly enjoy engaging in these activities and they talk warmly about it. They are all active and 

sing and dance with the pupils. Teacher B says she thinks it is “kind of fun anyway”, but she 

says how she acts during these activities varies depending on her mood that day. Teacher E 

says she thinks musical activities are fun and she likes engaging in them, and she always sings 

and dances along with the pupils. All teachers say that they believe that the pupils are affected 

by the way they, as teachers, act during these activities. Teacher B, D and F believe that by 

joining in on these activities they can show the pupils that it is not so scary, but rather fun. 

Teacher D: “Yes, of course they are affected, if I stand in front of them and show them that I 

think this is fun and put on a show a bit like I do, of course that also means that they dare to 

dance and sing along and just.. you know, have a good time”. Teacher F also points out that 

especially those pupils who might find singing and dancing “silly” might be more engaged if 

the teacher is enthusiastic and shows how fun it is. This is something that teacher C does not 

agree with. He believes that the pupils who are a bit more insecure and do not know if they like 

the activities or not might be affected by how the teacher acts, but the pupils who have already 

decided that it is silly and embarrassing will not like it even if the teacher is enthusiastic and 

joins in. 

 

All teachers use digital tools such as YouTube clips or cd’s, and everyone except one (Teacher 

A) uses more digital tools rather than just “using themselves”. Teacher A says that she uses her 

own body and voice more, since she likes to sing and most of the songs she uses are children’s 

songs which she knows by heart anyway. All teachers also usually connect the song to the area 

they are working with at the moment, for example if they are learning body parts they might 

sing “head, shoulders, knees and toes”.  

 

The extent to which the teachers use songs/music varies quite a bit. Teacher A says she uses a 

lot of songs in her teaching overall. She sings with her pupils every day but this type of singing 

does not always have a connection to the content they are working with at the moment, it might 

just be a way to say goodbye. But she also points out that when it comes to subjects, English is 

the one where she uses singing most. Teacher F also says she uses music/songs a lot, in fact she 

tries to include it in every English lesson. The same applies for teacher B and D. Teacher C 

says he uses songs/music about twice a month, and teacher E uses it every 5th week or once a 

month.  

 

6.3.1. Believed benefits and disadvantages/difficulties 
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All the teachers mentioned some benefits when using songs/music in language learning. Four 

of the six teachers (A, B, C, F) only talked about positive things coming out of working with 

songs/music. Teacher A and teacher C believe music is fun and something that most pupils 

enjoy. According to teacher C “music and songs and rhymes are incredibly important in the 

lower grades because it sparks joy” and it can help make the pupils see what is “positive and 

fun in English and make them see that it is not scary to speak or pronounce the words”.  He also 

says that singing is a great way for giving the pupils a sense of the language and for them to 

hear and understand its melody, since it is so different from Swedish. Another benefit 

mentioned by teacher A is that when singing children’s songs that the pupils already know in 

Swedish they can concentrate on the words more since they already know the melody. Teacher 

A and D mention that songs are also good for remembering the words more easily. Both of 

them, as well as teacher E, believe singing is an easier way to learn rather than just saying the 

words, and teacher F also points out that it is a more playful way of learning the words and that 

the pupils learn with their whole body. Teacher D also mentions that some children might have 

trouble focusing when reading/writing and according to her, singing makes it easier for these 

children to focus and be they might need singing to be able to learn things. Teacher B mentions 

that singing can be good for pronunciation, and that the rhythm can make it easier to learn. 

 

Some teachers also mention some disadvantages, or difficulties, with using songs/music in 

language learning. Teacher D for example says that she sometimes tries to include songs that 

the pupils listen to in their spare time, and she likes to analyze the lyrics a bit in these songs, 

but some songs might have lyrics that are not appropriate for the children. The teacher says that 

this might be a disadvantage or a difficulty when using songs in language learning and 

something to be aware of. Teacher E also mentions that some songs that are of an appropriate 

English level and not too complicated for the pupils may sometimes be a bit childish and pupils 

may find them silly. Although, she also adds that this might be something that is in her head 

because usually pupils find the songs fun even though they might be aimed for younger 

children. Teacher F also mentions that some pupils, especially in third grade, think that some 

songs are childish and silly. 

 

When the teachers were asked if they believe that the pupils’ motivation is affected by working 

with songs/music, five out of six said yes. Teacher D was the only one who did not believe this, 

although she did not give an answer for why she did not believe so. The other teachers believe 

that it becomes motivating since the pupils usually like it and find it fun. Teacher C and E do 

point out though that some pupils might be motivated but not all. They were also asked if they 

believe that the pupils’ linguistic development is affected, and to this all the teacher said yes. 

Some things that came up was that the rhythm helps them with pronunciation (teacher B) and 

it also helps them get to know the language and how it is built (teacher A). The music/songs 

also make them practice all the words (teacher B) and learn to recognize them in other contexts 

(teacher D). Teacher C says that he believes there is research about how songs/music affect 

language learning generally. Teacher E once again points out that music/songs might affect 

some pupils’ linguistic development, because this way of learning might suit them, but others 

might learn better through other activities.  
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6.4. Teachers’ attitudes towards combining EE and music/songs 

 

Some teachers do combine EE with music/songs. Teacher D does this regularly, she mentions 

several times that she likes to include the music that the pupils listen to and translate the lyrics 

for example, whereas teacher A and F has done so on some occasions. Teacher A mentions she 

has translated a song once or twice, and she also mentions one student who she talks about Iron 

Maiden with sometimes. He might come up to her during math class and point to the number 

666, where they both say “666, the number of the beast”. Teacher F says she has worked with 

at least two songs (“What does the fox say” and “Baby shark”) that have been popular among 

the children in their spare time. These songs have been sung and danced to, and the lyrics have 

been discussed and translated. The other teachers say that they do not include the music that 

the pupils listen to, but instead they sing the songs of their choice. The reason for this might be 

time (teacher A and C) or that they just have not thought about it (teacher B and E). Teacher F 

says one reason for her is that she thinks the lyrics in these songs might be somewhat difficult 

for the pupils. Teacher B, C and E, who do not do this, still think there is definitely a possibility 

to do so. Teacher C says that it is important to choose those songs that one believes to be 

appropriate and good in a pedagogical aspect. 

 

Teacher A, B and C only mention benefits with including the music that the pupils listen to in 

teaching EFL. Teacher B says it makes learning more fun, but she also mentions that it is good 

as a teacher to plan ahead to know what the song is about, since “everything on YouTube might 

not be completely appropriate”. Teacher C says they might become more positive towards 

learning the language if they recognize the songs and can understand and pronounce the words 

in them. Teacher D mentions that one benefit is that the pupils become more aware that all 

lyrics have a message, and it is good for pupils to understand that just because a song has a 

good melody does not mean that it is ok to go around singing it since the lyrics might be 

inappropriate. Teacher D already mentioned this as a disadvantage/difficulty when using 

music/songs in the classroom, and the same answer is given by teacher E where she says that 

especially some hip-hop-songs might have inappropriate lyrics. She says it is important as a 

teacher to make an active choice of what songs to include. Teacher E also mentions that a 

benefit is that it can engage the pupils and make it more fun, as well as giving the pupils a 

feeling of importance, participation and democracy. Teacher F says that a benefit is that the 

pupils become more motivated, but one disadvantage could be complicated lyrics in the songs.  

 

6.5. Attitudes to time allotted for teaching English 

 

Some of the teachers mention that they believe the English subject is assigned too little time in 

school. When asked if they had any other thoughts about EE or music that was not discussed in 

the interview, teacher F said this: 

 

“No I do not think so... I am just sitting here wondering how to get time to be able to include it (laugh) in 

the regular teaching and how... (Interviewer: Mm) Yeah.. (Interviewer: So it comes down to time?) It 

comes down to time, yes, time is so short, if it was to be extended then you would be able to a bit more” 
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She also mentioned time earlier, where said she did not agree with the fact that the municipality 

where she works actually decreased the time assigned to English from 60 minutes/week to only 

30 minutes/week. She says there is such a big jump for the pupils to go from 30 minutes/week 

to 80 minutes/week in grade 4. Thus, she believes they should start early, in Preschool-class 

with rhymes and songs for example instead of grade 2 as it is now, and increase time and level 

at an appropriate rate instead. Teacher A also points out that they do not have a lot of English 

(40min/week in 3rd grade) and this is one of the reasons why she has not included that much EE 

and the music the pupils listen to in her teaching. A similar answer is given by teacher C for 

not including EE. He says that he looks at the amount of time each subject is given when he 

plans his lessons, and since he only has 30 minutes/week with 1st and 2nd graders and 50 minutes 

with 3rd graders, he does not take that much time planning the lessons compared to other 

subjects with more time per week. Teacher D also says, in answer to the “other thoughts-

question”, that she believes that both English and music are very important parts of our daily 

lives, and she believes these two subjects should be assigned more time and attention in school. 

 

 

7. Discussion 
 

In this section, the results of the study will be connected to the background, previous research 

and theoretical framework of this thesis. The same headlines as the results section will be 

used to make the connection clear between each research question. The aspect of time will 

also be discussed briefly. At the end, there will be a section discussing the method used to 

collect data.  

 

7.1. Incorporating EE in teaching EFL 

The results show that the teachers interviewed are familiar with the pupils’ EE activities. Three 

of the six teachers say they do not know a lot about the pupils’ EE, but they know more about 

some, and the other three say they have good knowledge of the pupils’ EE. The things they 

mention as examples of where pupils encounter English are similar to the most common EE 

activities listed by Kuppens (2010), Sundqvist and Sylvén (2014), and Lefever (2010), as well 

as the results from the ELLiE research project. One exception is that YouTube often comes up 

during the interviews as being popular among the pupils, and this is not one of the top three 

most common activities mentioned in the other studies. A reason for this might be that these 

studies are all more than five years old, and YouTube might be more popular today than it was 

then. Another common EE activity mentioned by the teachers is the popular game “Fortnite”, 

and many of the teachers also mention digital gaming as something they notice to give a 

significant difference in the pupils’ English skills. This fits in with the results of Kuppens’ study 

(2010, p. 74), where playing computer games (and listening to music) had an effect on the 

children’s language acquisition. Sundqvist and Sylvén (2014, p. 14) also found that playing 

digital games had an effect on pupils’ language skills, and it was shown in the group of frequent 

gamers’ use of advanced language strategies compared to non-gamers and moderate gamers.  
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The most significant effect observed in Kuppens’ study of the children’s translations skills was 

seen when it came to watching television in English with subtitles. This was also claimed to be 

what had the strongest effect on foreign language acquisition according to the results of the 

ELLiE research project (Muñoz and Lindgren, 2011, p. 118). During the interviews, Teacher C 

mentioned that “some probably watch English movies with Swedish subtitles” and teacher B, 

D and F also mentioned movies when they gave some examples of the pupils’ EE activities, but 

unlike digital games and YouTube, these were the only two times television was mentioned. 

This could be due to the fact that the pupils in Kuppens’ study were 6th graders who might be 

watching more English television with subtitles, compared to the younger pupils taught by the 

teachers interviewed. Also, watching television might be something that is not mentioned by 

the pupils since it is more common in all ages, and therefore teachers do not hear a lot about it. 

If the pupils had been asked directly about their EE activities instead, television might have 

been mentioned more. 

 

Only one of the teachers (teacher D) says she incorporates EE in teaching. She seems very 

positive and talks warmly about it. An example of this is where she says she finds it a lot of fun 

to incorporate EE and she believes doing this is very positive for the pupils. She says she tries 

to include areas that are familiar to the pupils in all subjects, and this makes it relevant and 

easier for the pupils to work with. This fits in well with both the curriculum, which states that 

the teaching should include “subject areas that are familiar to the pupils” and “words and 

phrases in their local surroundings, such as those used on signs and other simple texts” 

(Skolverket, 2018, p. 35) as well as the ZPD in sociocultural theory (Säljö, 2014, p. 305). The 

ZPD refers to the zone between what an individual already knows and what he/she is able to 

learn (p. 351), and to work with this, knowledge about the pupils’ experience is needed.  The 

teacher will then support (scaffold) the pupils and help them master the skills on their own. 

Teacher C also says he tries to listen a lot to what kind of experience and knowledge the pupils 

bring to the classroom. Teacher A, E and F sometimes try to pick something up in the moment 

and work from that, but it happens rarely. However, all teachers believe there are many benefits 

in doing this. 

 

7.1.1. Benefits/disadvantages and motivation 
 

The teachers believe there are a lot of benefits in incorporating EE in teaching EFL. Many of 

them mention the fact that it might make learning English more fun, meaningful and make the 

pupils more interested. Lundberg (2016, p. 127) actually points out that it is of great importance 

to use the pupils’ own interests and the English that they meet in their everyday life in the 

classroom to make the learning meaningful. Another thing that comes up among the mentioned 

benefits is motivation, and when the question is asked later on, all of the teacher say that they 

believe incorporating EE makes the pupils more motivated to learn. This means that the 

teachers’ beliefs are the same as the results of the study conducted by Sougari and 

Hovhannisyan (2013, p. 130), which show that there is a correlation between EE and 

motivation. Many of the pupils in their study said that EE activities such as digital gaming, 

movies, television and music made them more motivated to learn English. Also, Sundqvist and 

Sylvén (2014, p. 13) had similar results in their study, where the group of frequent gamers also 

showed higher motivation towards learning English than the non-gamers and the moderate 
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gamers. Lundberg (2017, p. 127) also says that by discovering the English that is all around 

them in for example signs, music or games, pupils will also discover their own English skills, 

which will make them motivated. The aspect of motivation can also be connected to one of the 

theoretical perspectives in this thesis; the self-determination theory (SDT). Noels et al. write 

about Gardner (1985, see Noels et al., 2000, p. 58) who believes motivation to be one of the 

most important factors for successful language learning. According to SDT, motivation can be 

divided into being either autonomous, controlled, intrinsic or extrinsic (Deci & Ryan, 2017, p. 

14). When it comes to motivation connected to incorporating EE, the motivation would either 

be rather intrinsic/autonomous, meaning the reasons for engaging in a behavior is because it is 

enjoyable and interesting, or it could be extrinsic/autonomous, meaning the reason for 

performing a behavior is connected to the pupils having an aim in mind, but this aim is attaining 

outcomes that are personally valued or important. The latter would be if the pupils for example 

become motivated because they really want to learn what the words in a certain digital game 

means, or they want to learn English because it will help them communicate in this game.  

 

Some of the teachers mention that they believe the pupils’ linguistic development to be affected 

as well (teacher C, D, E, F). Here, those pupils who play digital games are mentioned again by 

teacher E, and she believes she has read some research about the fact that those who play digital 

games do develop their language skills. There is a lot of research in this area, but she might 

have read either Kuppen’s (2010) or Sundqvist and Sylvén’s (2014) study since they both have 

these results. She also believes that pupils using the language outside of school, whether it is 

by playing digital games or watching YouTube, will learn and develop their language skills. 

This fits in well with the results of the ELLiE research project, which show that the factors that 

had the strongest effect on foreign language acquisition was exposure to the foreign language 

(Muñoz and Lindgren, 2011, p. 118).  

 

The teachers also believe there are some disadvantages/difficulties in incorporating EE. The 

difference in the pupils’ English levels is one. Once again those who play a lot of digital games 

are mentioned, this time by teacher F, and these pupils know so much more English than others 

according to the teacher. Depending on the exposure of the language the pupils have had before 

starting school, their levels of English can vary a lot. This shows how different it is teaching 

English today compared to 50 years ago, where almost no one had encountered any English 

before instruction started in school (see the first sentence in the introduction). This makes it 

hard to find activities that suit all pupils, according to teacher F. But, in my opinion, this is not 

only a difficulty when it comes to incorporating EE in teaching EFL, but it affects the English 

subject in general. Although, teacher F probably meant that if she incorporates one of these 

digital games for example, this might be motivating, fun and easy for some, but hard for others 

since they have never played this specific game.  

 

7.2. Working with songs/music in teaching EFL 

The results of this study show that all teachers say they work with music/songs in teaching EFL, 

and they usually connect the song to the area they are working with at the moment. Most of the 

teachers really enjoy working with music/songs. However, teacher B and E did not seem as 

enthusiastic as the other four teachers. During the interviews and when analyzing them, not 
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only the teachers’ answers were taken into account. The interpretation made on the sound of 

teacher B and E’s voice is that it did not express as much joy and enthusiasm when talking 

about this topic as the others. 

 

The results also show that despite the teachers’ frequent use of digital tools when working with 

these activities, they are all active in participating in them (except for teacher B who says her 

level of participation depends on her mood that day). They all point out the importance of 

singing and dancing along with the pupils, and they believe that the pupils are affected by the 

way they as teachers are acting during these activities. This can be connected to the 

sociocultural theory, which is about the importance of social interactions for learning and 

development (Säljö, 2014, p. 307). The pupils who might think English is scary or hard, might 

need the teachers and the other pupils to show them that it is fun and exciting. This also fits in 

well with what Lundberg (2016, p. 70) writes about singing as a group being a way of making 

the pupils feel more comfortable and confident in their oral proficiency. Pupils get to practice 

their oral English skills without anyone being singled out, and singing also helps the children 

develop fundamental pronunciation skills, which will strengthen their self-esteem. 

 

Teacher A, D and F are the ones who seem most enthusiastic about using music/songs in 

teaching EFL, and they say they use it a lot. One could say that there is a connection between 

the attitude towards music/songs and the extent to which the teachers say they use it in teaching. 

However, teacher B also says she uses it a lot, and she does not seem as enthusiastic when 

talking about it in general. This means that no such assumptions can be drawn from this study. 

 

7.2.1. Believed benefits/disadvantages 

Many benefits are mentioned by the teachers when using music/songs in language learning. In 

fact, four out of six teachers only talk about positive things coming out of working with these 

activities. Some non-linguistic benefits mentioned by the teachers are that pupils find it fun and 

enjoyable, singing makes it easier for children to focus and learn and it might help pupils see 

the positive and fun in learning English. This fits in well with the results of the study conducted 

by Duarte Romero et al (2012). The researchers wanted to try using music and other activities 

to teach the pupils English in a fun way, to see if this could increase their motivation and 

confidence (Duarte Romero et al., 2012, p. 11). The results showed that the pupils gained 

confidence and motivation skills, where one factor was that the study was carried out in a non-

threatening environment and the teamwork helped them overcome fears (p. 21). Motivation is 

in fact another benefit mentioned by the teachers when asked about it. Five out of six teachers 

believed that pupils motivation is affected by working with songs/music. Teacher D was the 

only one who did not believe this, although I did not get an answer of why she did not believe 

so. The other teachers believe that since the pupils usually like these activities and find it fun, 

it also becomes motivating for them. The reasons the teachers give here would be sorted under 

intrinsic/autonomous motivation in the SDT theory (Deci & Ryan, 2017, p. 14) since it is about 

pupils finding it enjoyable. Teacher C and E do point out though that some pupils might be 

motivated but not all, since all pupils are different. 
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A lot of linguistic benefits are also mentioned. Apart from the fact that it is an easy and playful 

way of learning words, learning with music/songs is also good for pronunciation and 

remembering words, as well as to get a sense for the language melody. Other factors when using 

music which are mentioned as being helpful for learning is the rhythm and the fact that the 

pupils learn with their whole body. A lot of these benefits are also mentioned in research in this 

area. According to research, music/songs can be very effective in language learning, and studies 

show that by singing, children can pick up new vocabulary which they can later recognize in 

other contexts (Pinter, 2017, p. 101). Similar results are found in Coyle and Gracia’s study 

(2014, p. 282), where most of the young learners had developed receptive knowledge of 

vocabulary, meaning they could easily recognize the new words from the song (p. 282). There 

is also research that mentions the connection to spoken English and pronunciation. The results 

in the study conducted by Duarte Romero et al (2012, p. 21) showed that the pupils improved 

their speaking skills, learned new vocabulary and improved their pronunciation by learning 

with songs/music. Similar results were also found in the study conducted by Moradi and 

Shahrokhi (2014, p. 128), where music influenced pupils’ pronunciation, intonation and stress 

pattern recognition. 

 

Even though a lot of linguistic benefits were already mentioned, all teachers were asked if they 

believed the pupils’ linguistic development is affected when using music/songs in language 

learning. All teachers said yes. A lot of their answers on how had already been mentioned in 

the previous question, but some new thoughts came up as well. For example, one teacher 

believed that singing helps the pupils get to know the language and how it is built. It was also 

mentioned that children not only learn the words, but they get to practice them and can later 

recognize them in other contexts. Here, a connection can be drawn to what Pinter (2017, p. 68) 

writes about chunks. Children can learn these chunks, or phrases, from songs/rhymes/chants, 

and can later use them in other contexts without analyzing the words in them. Although all 

teachers do believe there are linguistic benefits, teacher E once again points out that 

music/songs might affect some pupils’ linguistic development, because this way of learning 

might suit them. However, others might learn better through other activities. This is not 

something that is confirmed in the existing research in this area, where the results seem to show 

that all pupils linguistic development is affected by working with music and songs. One teacher 

(teacher C) actually mentions that he believes there is research about how songs/music affect 

language learning generally. He is the only one who mentions anything about research in this 

area, although many of the benefits mentioned are similar to the benefits found in research. 

 

The disadvantages/difficulties mentioned by the teachers are not found in any of the previous 

research. However, teacher D mentions that the lyrics of some songs (she likes to include the 

music that the pupils listen to) might not be appropriate for the pupils in these grades. Here, a 

connection can be drawn to the sociocultural theory, where language is the most important of 

the mediated tools (Säljö, 2014, p. 301). Through language we express ourselves and 

communicate with others. Humans are multimodal in their language use, and music is one 

way for us to communicate and express ourselves. It can therefore be seen as a mediated tool. 

For teacher D, lyrics are a very important part in music, and she explains this more when the 

questions are aimed towards incorporating EE when working with songs/music. More on this 

in the next section.  
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7.3. Teachers attitudes towards combining EE and music/songs 
 

As mentioned earlier, teacher D is the only one who says she intentionally and regularly 

incorporates the pupils EE and the music that the pupils listen to in their spare time in teaching 

English. She seems very enthusiastic and mentions several times that she likes doing this, and 

she says working with a song that the pupils like will make learning more fun. She also brings 

up lyrics ones again, and says that a benefit of working with the music the pupils listen to is 

that pupils become more aware that all lyrics have a message. Again, this can be connected to 

music as a mediated tool, used to express feelings and communicate the same way language is 

used (Säljö, 2014, p. 301). Lyrics is also mentioned as one of the disadvantages/difficulties in 

working with this, by both teacher D, as mentioned earlier, as well as teacher E and F. 

According to these teachers, the lyrics might be either too difficult or inappropriate for the 

pupils. It is therefore important for the teacher to be aware and make an active choice of songs 

if he/she wants to incorporate the music that the pupils listen in the teaching. 

 

Although some of the teachers point music lyrics out as a potential difficulty, a lot more 

potential benefits are mentioned. Teacher A and F say they have included the songs that the 

pupils listen to on some occasions. Teacher A can only see benefits in this, but she does not 

give an answer on how. Teacher F says that one benefit might be that the pupils become more 

motivated. Other potential benefits mentioned by the teachers are similar, and it comes down 

to making learning more fun, engaging the pupils and making them more positive towards 

learning English. Many of these benefits are similar to the benefits mentioned when talking 

about EE, which is not unexpected since popular music is a part of the pupils EE. Therefore, 

connections can once again be drawn to the study by Sougari and Hovhannisyan (2013, p. 130) 

mentioned earlier about motivation and EE being connected. There is also a connection to SDT, 

but the same applies here as in the section of incorporating EE in teaching EFL.  

 

The teachers who do not work with this mentions some reasons for this to be the limited amount 

of time (A and C) or that they have just not thought about it (B and E). A reason for teacher F 

is, as mentioned, the somewhat difficult lyrics. Teacher B, C and E, who do not do this, still 

thinks there is definitely a possibility to do so. Unfortunately, this question was not asked to 

teacher A and F, since it was missed during these interviews. However, when analyzing their 

previous answers and the benefits they mention there seems to be things indicating that they 

believe there is a possibility to work with this as well. 

 

7.4. The aspect of time 
 

Although not part of the research questions, the aspect of time comes up several times during 

the interviews, especially with teacher F and teacher A, and therefore the topic needs special 

mention. Teacher C also mentions it on one occasion, as well as teacher D. This is not a surprise, 

since time seems to be scarce when you talk to teachers in general, and especially when it comes 

to the English subject. Some of the teachers interviewed only have English 30 or 40 minutes 

per week, and this makes their view of time as limited even more understandable. Of course, 
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working with EE and the music the pupils listen to in their spare time would be more time 

consuming than for example working from a textbook or other material that already exists. 

More work has to be put in to finding appropriate and good songs (or other EE material), as 

well as coming up with activities to these. But with careful and effective planning there are, as 

mentioned, many benefits that would come along in working with this. 

 

7.5. Methods discussion 

The qualitative interview as data collecting method was chosen in this study. Both Kihlström 

(2014, p. 49) and Cohen et al. (2007, p. 349) point out that interviews have a purpose of finding 

out what teachers’ attitudes are towards a phenomenon. This was what this study aimed for, 

and for this, the interview worked very well for collecting data. It is easy to see in the results 

what the teachers say and think about this phenomenon, and what their attitudes are towards 

this. The use of open-ended questions also provided depth in the answers given by the 

participants, since they could speak freely about their thoughts about a certain topic (Cohen et 

al., 2007, p. 349). 

 

The choice of combining the interview guide approach and the standardized open-ended 

interview appeared to be a good choice, since the possibility of asking follow-up questions and 

rephrase or clarify the question provided a possibility of gaining a deeper understanding and 

avoid misunderstandings, as well as to highlight aspects that would not have been mentioned 

otherwise. The possibility to ask for an explanation also makes the validity of the study higher 

(Larsen, 2006, p. 26). Although, it became clear during the analyze of the interviews that this 

made it harder to compare the interviews to each other. It also became clear, after a couple of 

interviews, that some of the questions needed rephrasing, clarification or follow-up questions, 

which resulted in new aspects and clearer answers in the later interviews than in the first ones. 

Perhaps one way to avoid this would have been to have several interviews with the participants, 

but due to the time frame of this study this was not possible. Although, since the questions and 

the wording in them did not change much, there is still some possibility to compare the results 

found in this study. 

 

As mentioned, the time frame was another limitation in this study. This might have affected the 

reliability of the study, since it limited how thorough one could be when analyzing data. This 

increased the risk of making mistakes and misinterpret the answers. It was also due to the 

limited time that only a small sample could be used, and because of this it is not possible to 

generalize the results (Larsen, 2009, p. 27). It was also to limited time that was the reason for 

choosing the sample through convenience, and choosing this is another reason the results cannot 

be generalized. Instead, the results can be seen as providing a glimpse into the real-life workings 

of teachers. 

 

Another issue that came up when analyzing the answers was that the order of the question was 

noticed to be a bit disorganized, which made it more time consuming and hard to analyze. For 

example, questions regarding EE were spread out over the guide sheet. Perhaps if more pilot 

studies had been made and also analyzed, this could have been prevented.  
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7.5.1. Reliability 

Reliability is about the quality of the instrument for collecting data (Stukat, 2011, p. 133). How 

well does this instrument measure what it is supposed to? One example given by Stukat is that 

if one wants to measure the length of a person, one could try doing this by just looking at the 

person. This would be an example of when an instrument does not measure what it is supposed 

to very well, and the reliability would therefore be low. In this study, the qualitative interview 

was well fitted to measure what it was supposed to. As mentioned earlier, both Kihlström (2014, 

p. 49) and Cohen et al. (2007, p. 349) point out that interviews have a purpose of finding out 

what teachers’ attitudes are towards a phenomenon, and this fits in well with this thesis aim. In 

this aspect, the method used had high reliability. Although, the limited amount of time made it 

hard to be thorough and the risk of making mistakes and misinterpret answers increased.   

 

7.5.2. Validity 

The validity of a study refers to if the study actually measures what it is supposed to measure – 

if the study is valid (Stukat, 2011, p. 133). Stukat (p. 134) writes about validity being a 

complicated and ambiguous concept, and how reliability is necessary for validity. If the 

instrument does not measure well at all, it cannot measure what it is supposed to measure either. 

As mentioned in the “choice of method” section, an advantage in using interviews as data 

collecting method is that it is possible to ask for an explanation, which makes the validity 

higher. 

 

8. Conclusion 

“In my time, the first encounter we had with the English language was in our first English lesson 

in school” is the sentence from the author’s aunt that first inspired the focus area of this thesis. 

Times have changed, and teachers seem to be aware of this. They know about the difference in 

pupils English knowledge and they are aware of the many places where children encounter EE. 

They also seem to be aware of the many benefits in incorporating EE into the classroom as well 

as the many benefits in using music/songs in the teaching. They also believe there is a 

possibility of combining music/songs with EE. Yet, the results show that most of them include 

neither EE nor the music that the pupils listen to in their teaching of EFL (with teacher D being 

the exception). They all say they work with music and songs in teaching however, but these 

songs are usually children’s songs of the teachers’ choice. All of the teachers say they use digital 

tools when doing this, and they enjoy singing along with the pupils. They also seem to be, as 

mentioned, well aware of the many benefits in working with songs/music in teaching EFL. One 

would think that taking the step towards incorporating the music that the pupils listen to in their 

spare time would not be so big, especially since their attitudes towards doing this are positive. 

However, the main limitation seems to be time. This is unfortunately something that is a 

political question and neither the teachers nor this research can do much to influence that. 
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8.1. Further research 

This study has provided results of some primary school teachers’ reported way of working 

with EE and songs/music and their attitudes towards combining EE and music in the teaching 

of English. Both similarities and differences were found. Further research in this area could 

combine more in depth studies in teachers’ attitudes with observations in the field to not only 

hear what the teachers say about this but also actually see how they work with this in reality. 

Another way of approaching this research area would be to send out questionnaires to a large 

number of participants, to gain a wider understanding and be able to generalize the results. 
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Appendix 
 

Appendix A – Letter of consent 
 
Information om undersökning gällande inkludering av fritidsengelska i undervisningen.  
 

Du tillfrågas härmed om deltagande i denna undersökning. Undersökningen är en del av ett 

examensarbete i ämnet engelska, och syftet med studien är att få en ökad insikt om hur lärare arbetar i 

engelskämnet för att inkludera den engelska som eleverna möter utanför skolan i sin undervisning. Ett 

särskilt fokus kommer att riktas mot inkluderingen av den musik som eleverna lyssnar på under sin 

fritid. Forskning på detta ämne i de lägre åldrarna är bristfällig, trots att eleverna i hög grad möter 

engelska utanför skolan även i dessa åldrar, och därav finns ett behov av mer kunskap om hur lärare 

kan arbeta med detta.  

I studien kommer intervjuer med 6–8 lärare att genomföras. Lärare från skolor i olika kommuner i 

mellersta Sverige kommer att tillfrågas, men alla ska arbeta med engelskundervisningen i årskurs F-3. 

Därför får du denna förfrågan om deltagande.  

Om du väljer att delta i studien kommer du att medverka i en intervju om ca 30–60 minuter. Intervjun 

kommer att spelas in, men endast med ditt godkännande. Dessa inspelningar kommer endast att vara 

åtkomliga för mig då de kommer att ligga lösenordskyddat, och kommer sedan att raderas efter 

avslutat arbete. I det slutliga resultatet kommer alla deltagare att anonymiseras och ingen känslig 

information såsom namn, arbetsplats eller liknande kommer att finnas med. Den enda information som 

kommer att samlas in är vilka årskurser du undervisar i, ditt kön samt din ålder. För att ytterligare 

garantera din anonymitet kommer inte heller skolan att kunna identifieras. Studien kommer att 

presenteras i form av en uppsats vid Högskolan Dalarna, samt publiceras på DiVA (arkiv för 

forskningspublikationer och studentuppsatser) för allmän tillgång.  

Ditt deltagande i undersökningen är helt frivilligt. Du kan när som helst avbryta ditt deltagande utan 

närmare motivering.  

Ytterligare upplysningar lämnas av nedanstående ansvariga. 
Tack för tagen tid! 

 

Namnteckning Ort/Datum 

_______________________________ ________________________________ 

 

_______________________________ 

Sanna Sjödin Öberg 
Student 
h15sanob@du.se 

 

________________________________ 

Christine Cox Eriksson 

Handledare  

cce@du.se 

Högskolan Dalarna 
79188 Falun

mailto:h15sanob@du.se
mailto:cce@du.se
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Appendix B – Interview guide sheet 
 

Instrument intervju 
 

 Presentation av mig och studiens syfte  

 Informerat samtycke och den intervjuades rättigheter att avbryta sitt deltagande, välja 

att inte svara på frågor etc.  

 Informera/förtydliga om anonymitet och att ärlighet uppskattas, berätta att 

informanten kan se detta som en ”safe zone” 

 Tillåtelse för digital inspelning  

 Vad som menas med musik utanför skolan 

Syftet med studien är att få en ökad insikt om hur lärare arbetar i engelskämnet för att 

inkludera den engelska som eleverna möter utanför skolan (fritidsengelska) i sin 

undervisning. Ett särskilt fokus kommer riktas mot inkluderingen av den musik som eleverna 

lyssnar på under sin fritid.   

Att anteckna: 

 Datum/tid 

 Plats/omgivning  

 Respondent  

 Observationer 

 

1) Generell information: 

a. Hur gammal är du?  

b. Hur länge har du arbetat som lärare? 

c. Vilka årskurser undervisar du i? 

d. Har du lärarlegitimation?  

i) Om ja, i vilka ämnen? 

e. Är du behörig att undervisa i engelska? 

f. Hur länge/hur många år har du undervisat i engelska i de tidigare årskurserna? 

g. Hur känner du inför att undervisa i engelska? (Ge ev. förslag: Engagerad? Kul? 

Jobbigt?) 

 

2) Undervisningen: 

a. Hur ser din engelskundervisning ut i stora drag? 

b. Vilka aktiviteter ägnar du lektionerna till? 

c. (Eventuella följdfrågor om t.ex. muntliga aktiviteter, film, sång, lekar etc) 

d. Hur mycket tid i veckan ägnar du åt engelskundervisning? 

e. Vad är din åsikt om att inkludera den engelska som eleverna möter utanför skolan 

i din undervisning? Fördelar/nackdelar? 

f. Arbetar du något med detta? På vilket sätt i så fall? 

g. Vad är din åsikt om att inkludera musik/sång i din undervisning? 

Fördelar/nackdelar? 

h. Arbetar du något med detta? Hur i så fall? 

i. Ungefär hur ofta/hur mycket tid ägnar du åt det? Ge förslag, t.ex. 1 gång/vecka, 1 

gång/månad. 
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j. Arbetar du något med inkludering av den engelska musik eleverna lyssnar på på 

sin fritid?  

i)   Om ja, hur? Om svaret kommit innan: Vill du förklara mer på vilket sätt? 

ii)  Om nej, varför inte? Om svaret kommit innan: Någon mer anledning? 
iii) Om nej, tror du att det finns en möjlighet till detta? 

k. Ser du några fördelar respektive nackdelar med detta?  
 

3) Lärarens roll: 

a. Hur agerar du när du använder musik/sång i undervisningen? Är du engagerad? 

Sjunger du? Rör dig? Eller är du mer passiv? 

b. Använder du några tekniska hjälpmedel såsom Youtube eller cd-skivor? 

i)  Om ja, hur ser fördelningen ut? Varför fördelar du så? 

c. Vad tycker du om att delta i aktiviteterna? Är det roligt? Jobbigt? Pinsamt? 

  i)  Om det är jobbigt/pinsamt, hindrar det dig ifrån att delta? 

d. Tror du att eleverna påverkas av hur du agerar? 

e. Ev. följdfråga 

 

4) Eleven: 

a. Vad vet du om elevernas fritidsengelska? Vet du vilka aktiviteter som eleverna 

ägnar sig åt där de kan möta engelska? 

b. Tycker du/tror du att elevernas motivation påverkas vid inkludering av 

fritidsengelska?  

i)  Om ja, hur? 

c. Tycker du/tror du att motivationen påverkas av arbete med musik/sång?  

i)  Om ja, hur? 

d. Tycker du/tror du att deras språkliga utveckling påverkas? 

i)  Om ja, hur? Om svaret kommit innan: Fler exempel? 

 

5) I kontext: 

a. Finns det, som du minns, stöd för den här typen av arbete i Lgr11?   

b. Kopplar du samman arbete med musik/sång med det övriga stoffet i 

undervisningen? 

c. Brukar du läsa någon forskning om området engelska utanför skolan? 

i)  Om ja, varför? 

ii) Om nej, finns det nån anledning till detta? 

d. Brukar du läsa någon forskning om musik/sång i undervisningen? 

i)  Om ja, varför? 

ii) Om nej, varför inte? 

 

6) Övrigt:  

a. Har du några övriga tankar gällande engelska utanför skolan eller musik som vi 

inte berört?  


